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Recommended Ages: 6+

36V12AH lead acid
Power: 1000W
Three Speed Governor
Top Speed: 30kh/hr
Brakes: Disc
36V12AH lead acid
Charger: UL 36V
Tires: 15" diameter, 2.5" width (10" rim)
Seat Height: 24'' (61cm)
44"(112cm) L × 13"(32cm)W x 22"(57cm)H

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 

$649.99

Ask a question about this product 

Description Introducing the eBike X – the ultimate outdoor adventure gift for kids aged 6 to 12! Designed for thrill-seeking youngsters, this
electric dirt bike combines high-powered fun with top-tier safety features, ensuring an exhilarating yet secure ride.

Power-Packed Performance: At the heart of the eBike X is a robust 36V battery paired with a 1000W motor, delivering impressive power and
range. Whether it's a leisurely ride in the park or an exciting journey through muddy trails, this bike is built to handle it all. Its real LED stoplights
enhance visibility, ensuring safety at every turn, while the comprehensive suspension system promises a smooth ride over any terrain.

Unmatched Safety:Prioritizing your child's safety, the eBike X comes equipped with an advanced brake system that merges mechanical and
electrical power cut-offs, ensuring immediate and reliable stopping. The addition of a 3-speed governor allows parents to set appropriate speed
limits to match their child's skill level, making it a safer ride.

Durability and Comfort: Engineered for the long haul, this bike boasts all-terrain rubber tires and a shock-absorbent suspension package,
ensuring durability and comfort in various outdoor conditions. The fully protective battery compartment is meticulously designed to keep out
debris and mud, prolonging the life of the bike and ensuring uninterrupted adventures.

Ride with Confidence: Forget the limitations of ordinary electric bikes; the eBike X is a game-changer. It features a real-time battery level
display, allowing riders to monitor their charge and manage their exploration time efficiently. With the capability to travel up to 2 hours on a
single charge and reach speeds up to 30 km/hr, young riders can enjoy extended fun without the worry of sudden power loss.

Thoughtful Design: Every aspect of the eBike X, from its 15-inch all-terrain tires to its comfortable 24-inch seat height, is designed with young
riders in mind. The bike's dimensions (44” x 13” x 22”) ensure a perfect fit for children, while the disc brakes offer reliable stopping power for
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added peace of mind.

The eBike X isn’t just a gift; it’s an unforgettable experience that offers kids the freedom to explore, the excitement of riding, and the invaluable
peace of mind for parents. Gear up for endless adventures with the eBike X, where safety and fun ride hand in hand!

  

This Electric Bike is shipped 90% assembled, some assembly is required. 

Customers are encouraged to call prior to placing their orders for assembly-related questions.

Onyx Electric Dirt Bike Assembly video
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